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By Stacey Vreeken

Meet YOur Neighbos from the WHite Shark Cafe

TThe encounter happened last summer at Rio Del Mar state 
beach in Aptos.

Lifeguards Jake Brown and Cody Gilbert were watch-
ing their junior guards’ ocean swim from the vantage of their 
stand-up paddleboards when Brown saw an instructor on the 
beach gesticulating and pointing.

“Hey! Hey!” the instructor shouted, and Brown immediate-
ly began scanning the waters. Two short blasts from a whistle 
or PA system, or even shouts, is lifeguard code for shark. Soon 
Brown spotted the classic gray triangle of Carcharodon carch-
arias, a great white shark.

“My main priority,” Brown explained, “is to get all the kids 
out first. We come in afterwards.”

It was only after all the children were safely on shore that 
Brown and Gilbert began paddling in. Around them, the 8- to 
10-foot fish slowly circled. It glided past Brown and, as he 
watched, approached the back of Gilbert’s board. Gilbert went 
to his knees, not knowing what to expect. Slowly the shark’s 
nose bumped into the board. Neither Gilbert nor the shark 
moved for about two seconds. Then the creature backed off 

Meet Your Neighbors 
from the White Shark Café

and silently swam away.
“It was the most unreal thing I ever saw,” Brown recalled. 
The two lifeguards quickly paddled the short 35 yards 

back to shore. The shark remained just beyond the surf line, 
swimming up and down the beach long enough to give every-
one, including parents picking up their junior guards, a good 
show.

Brown has been a lifeguard with California state parks for 
the past five years. He spotted his first great white three sum-
mers ago, also while teaching a Junior Guards program. Since 
then he’s seen eight or nine, so there’s no doubt in his mind 
that there are indeed sharks in the water.

The Sharks Have Returned
It’s the latest Monterey Bay ecosystem recovery story. Con-

servation efforts and marine animal protection laws have led 
to a resurgence of the once-rare great white shark. But unlike 
sea otters and elephant seals, sharks don’t elicit warm fuzzies. 

Increased sightings of baby whites in southern California 
and the elephant seal-chomping, 9- to 18-footers have been 
well-documented by scientists. The number of tweener and 
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(Above) Sunlight streams upon a white shark as it cruises near the ocean’s surface. The average female ranges from 15-16 feet 
long, while males reach 11-13 feet and can travel at speeds up to 35 MPH.
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By Kim Smuga-Otto

Local scientists explore why more great white sharks 
are showing up along California’s coast 



(Top) Great whites are regarded as highly 
intelligent and one of the ocean’s top 
predators, but generally prefer pinnipeds 
to humans.
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teenage sharks hanging out in the Monterey 
Bay is trickier to estimate. The same murky 
waters that keep sharks hidden from boogie 
boarders have prevented biologists from 
answering the most basic questions about 
white sharks, such as where they mate and 
give birth, or why they decide to show up and 
leave—or not leave—a particular beach. 

But new advances in tagging and track-
ing technologies are giving researchers a 
virtual “up close and personal” connection 
to these massive creatures, allowing them to 
chart the sharks’ cross-ocean migrations, fol-
low their daily coastal movements, see what 
they see, and even monitor their hunting 
habits. 

“This is their house, their habitat. They 
live here,” said Brown, “and they can be dan-
gerous.”  For the first time in many Califor-
nians’ lives, there are serious predators just 
off our coasts, and we need more research 
to help us make informed decisions about 
where, and when, to go into the water. 

The Big Guys
Making this call is especially tricky for 

surfers up the coast from Santa Cruz where 
the lure of big waves competes with the 
lurking presence of big sharks below. Govern-
ment agencies, such as the United States 
Geological Survey, have concluded that 
the sharks are drawn to the proliferation of 
pinnipeds – harbor seals, sea lions, and the 
massive elephant seals – along this section of 
the coast.    

Elephant seals were saved from extinc-
tion by laws passed in the 1920s, at a time 
when they had been reduced to a single 
colony in Mexico. The seals returned to Año 

Nuevo island, 25 miles north of Santa Cruz, 
in the mid-1950s and today thousands of 
elephant seals claim Año Nuevo State Park as 
their breeding and calving grounds, accord-
ing the park’s website. The park’s shores are 
also host to plenty of harbor seals and sea 
lions.

This rich source of blubber is a big draw 
for the adult white sharks that start showing 
up to feed in late summer and fall before they 
swim to the warmer waters surrounding Ha-
waii, said Taylor Chapple, a shark researcher 
at Stanford. They’re there in high numbers 
in October, right along with the best surfing 
conditions at popular local beaches, such as 
Waddell Beach, about six miles south of Año 
Nuevo.

Chapple often sees the line of black 
wetsuit-clad surfers as he and colleagues tag 
white sharks in the area. 

“They’re not the mindless, voracious 
predators that people believe them to be,” 
Chapple said. “They’re very calculating. If they 
were interested in eating people, there would 
be a lot less surfers around.” 

Chapple worked with sharks and other 
fish in Florida before coming to California in 
2004. He recalled that his first white shark 
observations were made with a waterproof, 
point-and-shoot camera set to video mode 
and held underwater as the sharks swam by. 
They soon switched to a 40-pound underwa-
ter cam. 

“Now we use GoPros that weigh almost 
nothing,” he said.

But the most illuminating tool for his 
group is the assortment of tags they can at-
tach to sharks. Between 2000 and 2008, the 

group attached nearly 100 satellite tags to 
white sharks from four feeding congregation 
areas. The tags, which can stay attached for 
up to two years, estimate the shark’s location, 
occasionally sending this information to a 
satellite passing overhead. 

Eventually this kind of tag pops off and 
floats to the surface, at which point it sends 
a retrieval signal. Chapple and his colleagues 
have been able to physically retrieve 14 of the 
tags, giving them access to the fine details 
of not only where the sharks have been, but 
how deep and fast they have been swimming.

Congregating at the Café
From the tag data, they charted migra-

tion routes of the sharks, some of them all the 
way to Hawaii. But they also noticed another 
clustering partway between California and 
Hawaii, a spot most biologists had written off 
as an oceanic dead zone. 

“Our first tags that went there were a bit 
of an eye-opener,” said Chapple. 

The researchers named it the White 
Shark Café, and what the sharks did there was 
even more surprising. Four of the recovered 
satellite tags were from male sharks that 
arrived in the White Shark Café in mid-
December. Then, between April and July, 
they began a series of dives, down to below 
600 feet. It could be that these dives were for 
feeding, but the female sharks, who also hang 
out in the region, just swim normally. Since 
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the discovery of this region, some other large 
ocean fish such as tuna have also been found 
to travel there, although not necessarily at the 
same times.

A principal goal of Chapple’s research is 
to travel to the White Shark Café and figure 
out what’s going on. But the café covers a 
huge area—slightly smaller than the entire 
state of Texas—and unlike at the seal hunting 
grounds, the sharks don’t congregate there 
for easy tagging. 

“It’s an incredibly remote spot,” said 
Chapple. “To tag there, we need to make sure 
our technology is up to speed.”

Here in California, the group has been 
working on improvements to tags and tag-
ging practices. One kind of tag is wrapped in 
marine blubber and, after being consumed, 
remains in the animal for about 15 days 
before it’s regurgitated and the researchers 
retrieve it. Not only does the tag record accel-
eration, it also monitors the shark’s stomach 
temperature—unlike most fish, white sharks 
are semi-warm-blooded.

Anyone who’s seen a video of a white 
shark catching a seal will remember those 
wide-open jaws. According to Chapple, the 
sharks swallow a significant quantity of cold 
ocean water at the same time, which causes 
their stomach temperature to drop by more 
than 10 degrees Fahrenheit. If they score a 
seal, their stomach temperature eventually 
rises back to higher than normal; if not, the 
temperature returns to average. From this 
data, Chapple’s group can get an idea of just 
how often and successful sharks are at catch-
ing those pinnipeds. 

The scientists have also been attaching 

cameras that can capture up to 18 hours of 
video, which, as Chapple said, often results 
in researchers spending “a lot of time sitting 
in front of a screen watching green video” 
shot from the shark’s point of view. They use 
the tag’s measurements to match specific 
movements to known behaviors. There are 
two other major shark populations in the 
world, one off the coast of South Africa and 
the other around Australia and New Zealand. 
Neither of those two appear to stop at our 
sharks’ café, said Chapple, and he’s not aware 
of other middle-of-nowhere white shark 
hangout spots. Genetic studies conducted by 
other researchers from his group indicate that 
there’s been no contact between the Pacific 
sharks and the other two groups for quite 
some time.

The Hottest Nurseries
Pacific coast sharks are further divided by 

age, or rather size. Recently the accepted life 
span of white sharks more than doubled from 
30 to 70 years; consequently, researchers now 
refer to sharks by size, rather than age. Babies 
and juveniles keep to the warm southern 
waters because their bodies don’t generate 
enough heat. Also, when smaller than nine 
feet in length, white shark teeth are narrow 
and tightly spaced—like the tines of a fork—
making them useful for catching and holding 
onto fish and smaller sharks. It’s only when 
they get bigger, said Chapple, that their teeth 
change to the recognizable, triangular “steak 
knives,” perfect for slicing through tough seal 
blubber.

These 7- and 8-foot kid sharks don’t need 
to cluster around a food source, but shark 
researchers in Southern California find that 

they do so anyway, shifting from one region 
to another over the years. 

“And within those areas, you have hot 
spot beaches,” said Chris Lowe, director of 
the Cal State University Long Beach Shark 
Lab. He’s been tagging these small sharks 
for nearly 20 years. Identifying what makes a 
beach “hot” and using this information to pre-
dict the next hot spot is one of Lowe’s biggest 
research questions.

Compared to their parents, 7-foot sharks 
could almost be called darling. They’re small 
enough that Lowe’s group can catch them in 
a net and lift them into a sling to attach the 
latest in shark tracking technology. Research-
ers clamp what amounts to a shark Fitbit to 
their dorsal fin and surgically implant a tracer 
the size of an AA battery within their body.

This “shark Fitbit” records the fish’s every 
movement, reports its position in three di-
mensions, measures water temperature, and 
takes video. Then, after 24 hours, the device 
pops off and floats to the surface, giving the 
researchers an incredibly rich picture of the 
shark’s day. The tracer reports only the shark’s 
location to nearby underwater receivers, 
but it does so for up to 10 years. During that 
time, that modest fish gets bigger and bigger, 
stronger and stronger, and maybe ends up as 
a teenager in Monterey Bay. 

Santa Cruising for Sharks
We know very little about the tweener 

and teen sharks, those that range from 8 to 12 
feet in length. They’re big enough to handle 
the cold and maybe catch a small pinniped, 
but still too small to compete, or even be 
safe, around the adults, said Lowe. They don’t 
cluster. But as local lifeguards and boaters will 

(Above) A kayaker rests calmly as he watches a shark circle near Santa Cruz. In July a kayaker was thrown from his kayak when a 
white shark attacked his boat near Santa Cruz Point.  Although the kayaker was thrown into the water, the shark swam away leav-
ing him unharmed.
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tell you, there’s a lot of them out there. All you 
need to see them up close and personal is a 
boat and a set of polarized sunglasses to cut 
through the water surface 
glare and help you spot the 
sharks beneath the waves.

Eric Mailander, a 
paramedic firefighter from 
Campbell and shark enthu-
siast, has both—and he al-
lowed me to tag along with 
him and shark researcher 
Vicky Vasquez, a graduate 
student at Moss Landing 
Marine Laboratories. She 
wore red-framed sunglasses 
with tinted plastic, non-
polarized lenses. 

“All of my sunglasses 
are free giveaways,” she ex-
plained, “I lose them all the 
time.” Mailander promised 
to lend her his polarized 
glasses for the trip.

We set off from Santa 
Cruz Harbor and headed 
toward the beaches of 
Capitola and Aptos. It was 
Mailander’s 15th shark expedition of the 
season. He had spotted white sharks on all 
but one of those tours, and that shark-fail was 
probably because he was rushing. Vasquez is 
studying less (in)famous shark species. Most 
of the sharks she looks at are pickled speci-
mens like the bioluminescent, deep-sea ninja 
lantern shark that she was first to identify as 

a new species. But she’s also studied great 
whites in South Africa and speaks fondly of 
the time she went recreational cage diving.

For her master’s thesis, Vasquez is trying 
to get a clearer picture of the various sharks 
in San Francisco Bay. She plans to use one of 
Moss Landing’s remote operating vehicles 
(ROVs) to peer through the murky bay waters. 
The less shy, easier to see, white sharks would 
make for a good practice run. But as we set 
off, talk shifts from smaller sharks and ROVs to 

the white sharks we’ll see this time.
As our boat rounded Pleasure Point past 

a few surfers hanging out on 
their boards, Vasquez said 
that conventional wisdom is 
that great whites don’t cross 
kelp beds. The kelp sur-
rounding Pleasure Point look 
pretty patchy. Mailander said 
he’d seen great whites in 
kelp. A few minutes brought 
us to the first beach, New 
Brighton. From the boat, we 
could see a smattering of 
brightly colored umbrellas, 
kids running back and forth 
into the waves, and couples 
strolling up and down the 
beach. Mailander slowed 
his boat, leaned out of the 
cockpit, and steered with his 
left hand.

“We’re in the zone now,” 
he said.

The boat rocked gently 
in the waves. After a mo-
ment, Mailander pointed 

out a slightly darker patch that could be kelp 
or simply a wave shadow. Then the patch 
moved. It glided. Seen through polarized 
glasses, the ocean was jade green while the 
growing dark spot was gunmetal gray. Soon it 
was surfboard size. It rose closer and closer to 
the ocean’s surface, resolving into a collec-
tion of triangles: flippers, tail, dorsal fin. It was 
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(Above) A young boogie boarder stands with his father studying the movements of a white shark, just off Pot Belly 
Beach in Aptos.
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(Above) Though controversial, shark cages remain a popular way to view 
the sharks close-up. This photo gives and idea of the size of a white shark 
compared to the size of a diver.



(Above) Dr. Chris Lowe, a professor in marine biology and director of the Cal State 
Shark Lab, releases a juvenile white shark after successfully mounting a smart tag on 
its dorsal fin during a tagging session this spring off of Belmont Shore.
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unmistakably a shark, with the classic outline 
you see on T-shirts and logos.

When Mailander angled his boat along-
side, the details of the 10-foot female shark 
popped into clear view—her white 
underbelly, the jagged edges along 
her tail fin, the fine white scarring 
on her side, and the dangly frays 
attached to her dorsal fin, parasites 
from warmer waters. Suddenly 
this shark was real, and less than 6 
feet away from us. She hovered a 
few moments just below the sea’s 
surface. Her dorsal fin never rose 
above the water. The beach strollers 
continued to play along the beach 
in the background, noticing noth-
ing.

After that, it was practically 
nonstop sharks as we made our 
way to Seacliff Beach and its sunken 
cement ship. An 8-footer with 
two sharp parallel scars by its tail, 
probably from a skirmish with a 
sea lion, glided by. Another shark 
popped up unexpectedly in front 
of the bow and swished its tail, 
almost splashing water into our 
boat. One shark had a perfectly 
circular scar on its back, half-
way between its fin and tail; Mailander and 
Vasques speculated about what might have 
made that mark. Another shark appeared to 
have a black satellite tag hanging off its left 
flank, but it submerged before Vasquez could 
confirm it. Then rose a 14-foot sub-adult, with 

parked. Its captain’s chatter came through 
Mailander’s radio. 

“Welcome to shark land,” we heard him 
say to his passengers.

Mailander officially stopped counting 
after nine sharks in a mile-and-a-half. 

“It’s the best kept secret,” he said.
“And a gold mine for researchers,” said 

Vasquez.

The Risks
So many sharks inhabiting a well-used 

stretch of coast can result in conflicts. Near 
Steamer Lane in July of this year, for example, 
a white shark bit the front of a kayaker’s boat, 
throwing the man out of his kayak. The kay-
aker was rescued unharmed, and the shark 
swam away after deciding it didn’t like the 
taste of polyethylene plastic.

Empirically, and within our collective 
consciousness, the number of unprovoked 
white shark attacks seems to have increased. 
It’s not clear if that’s due to rebounding shark 
populations, a rising number of recreational 
trips to the beach, or the cameras on all of our 
phones that immediately turn every instance 
into viral Facebook posts.

Trying to find an answer, one of Chap-
ple’s colleagues, Hopkins Marine Station re-
searcher Francesco Ferretti, analyzed human 
ocean use and shark attacks in California over 
the past six decades. He found that shark at-

tacks did increase about 50 percent 
over that time to about 1.5 attacks 
each year for the past decade. But 
when he factored in the number of 
people now using the beaches, the 
chance of being attacked actually 
decreased by nearly 80 percent, 
to one shark attack for every 17 
million surfing trips or over 700 
million beach swims. In reality, 
you’re about 1,800 times more 
likely to drown in California than to 
be eaten by a shark here. 

Part of this decline in attacks, 
Ferretti speculates, may be due to 
what’s fueling the sharks’ return: 
a healthier ecosystem with lots of 
seals and sea lions (which present a 
tastier alternative to humans) and a 
shift in the locations where sharks 
hang out. Further declines may 
come if humans modify their be-
haviors to reduce the possibility of 
shark encounters, such as not surf-
ing near Año Nuevo in October.

Researchers are hoping to resolve even 
more white shark mysteries in the coming 
years. More than just providing content for 
Shark Week episodes, a better understanding 
of these predators will help us live and play 
safely along our shark-inhabited coasts. ❧ 

(Above) Researchers at Hopkins Marine Station in Monterey 
discovered white sharks return to areas along the California 
coast including a spot they dubbed the “White Shark Café.”

an impressive girth between 4 and 5 feet. An 
extremely blasé shark stayed around the boat 
long enough for Mailander to get some video 
from a GoPro attached to a long pole while 

Vasquez snapped shark selfies with her cell 
phone. 

We weren’t the only ones out counting 
sharks that day. A harbor police boat sat idly 
just off the coast, and further along the beach 
a professional whale watching yacht was 
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